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 the LACIS  PURSE BEAD LOOM
Designed specifically for wide pattern weaving as would be required for beaded bags, this loom is suitable for weaving any 
width up to 11” and any length up to 36”. The raised frame permits working flat on a table or at an angle, the front legs 
falling over the edge of the table.  It is suggested that this loom be used with the accessory floor stand which allows 360o 
rotation of the loom as well as allowing for sit-down or stand-up working.

For ease of set-up and weaving, this loom uses a continuous warp thread which is wrapped around the frame. As weaving 
proceeds the warp is rotated so you are always working near the center of the frame. The  integral warp tension control 
allows necessary rotation. The warp needs to be taut while weaving, and the tension relaxed when not weaving and when  
rotating the warp. 

In bead weaving, beads are 
locked onto the taut warp 
threads, by a thread which goes 
under and over the warp thread 
as it passes through each bead. 
There is no warp take-up and 
normal weaving sheds are not 
used.

 PARTS SUPPLIED: 
 2 Long SIDE FRAME BARS with 2 PEGS

 1 Short END FRAME BAR with 2 holes

 1 Short END FRAME BAR without holes 

 4 WOOD KNOBS

 1 WARP ROTATOR ROD

 1 ELASTIC BAND 
   

  USER SUPPLIED PARTS:

  Warp Thread: Strong, smooth and fine which 
will not untwist. A bonded nylon suggested.

  A 1/4” x 24” wood dowel or other thin rod.

  A small steel crochet hook, size 6 or smaller,

  A sheet of thin cardboard, 10” x 16”

  Beads for weaving

  2 small wire hooks such as small paper clips.
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An instructional Video 
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use this loom can be found at:

youtube.com/lacismo
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ASSEMBLY
Referring to picture, the loom is easily assembled by connecting the 4 bars togeth-
er with the (4) wood KnoBs.  Assemble so the end Frame Bars are vertical. 

PREPARATION
WARP SPACER: Refer to Fig. 1. Using a 30” length of warp thread, string 
approximately 10” of beads. Tie a knot through a bead 8” from each end to keep 
the beads from falling off this thread.

With legs pointing down, adjust the end Frame Bar with the 2 holes so it is 
vertical with the edge end holes facing outward. See Fig 3. Feed the ends of the 
beaded strand through these end holes and tie a loop on each end. Put a hook 
through each loop and connect them to the elastic band. Adjust as necessary so 
the band is in tension. Center the beads on the edge of the frame bar.

WARPING
Warping consists of simply wrapping a continuous thread 
around the end Frame Bars, this thread falling between all 
the spacer beads. This is easiest done by placing a 1/4” thin 
rod through the center holes of the side frame members, and 
then supporting this rod across 2 tables or chairs. The entire 
loom can then be rotated on this rod as you guide the thread. 
See Fig 2.
The number of warp threads must be equal the number of 
beads in the widest row of your pattern plus 3. Thus if there 
are 40 beads in the widest row, 43 warp threads will be 
required. The end warps will consist of two warp threads while  one warp thread will fall between each bead. 

Starting at one end, wrap a continuous warp thread around the end Frame Bars tying the end of this thread to the first 
wrap so you have a tight loop. Continue wrapping, in continuous fashion, with the warp thread going between each bead 
of your warp spacer. When warping is complete, tie the end of the warp to the previous wrapped thread with a locking 
Bowline Knot. 

If any of the threads are not positioned correctly, use a small crochet hook at the bead spacer to 
relocate them.

Tension is controlled by rotating the end Frame Bars. Referring to Fig. 3, to increase tension, 
rotate outward, to decrease tension, rotate inward. 

Weave the first rows close to the Frame Bar, where the threads are uniformly spaced. Now 
move these two rows up to the center of the loom. All further weaving will be done at this loca-
tion. The warp spacer can now be removed as your woven bead rows now control the warp 
spacing.

Lay a thin sheet of stiff cardboard on the lower level of threads so you can focus of the top work-
ing layer. This sheet can also serve to support your design cartoon, placing it directly under the working threads.

WEAVING

Using the recommended 2-needle beading technique, all beading will be worked near the center of the loom, always from 
the same direction, the loom rotated after each row.  To maintain this position, the warp will need to be periodically rotated. 
Weave the warp rod through groups of warp threads, above the woven section. This can be done by working through 
groups of 5-10 threads. To rotate the warp, loosen the tension by rotating the Frame Bars inward and  draw the warp rod 
down to the last woven row, pulling the work to new central position.  Restore the tension by returning the end Frame Bars 
to their starting position.  
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Weaving with  beads is unlike basic weaving where the weft, 
or cross-wise threads go over and under the warp threads to 
create a structural fabric.

In bead weaving, there is a double weft thread, one thread 
going under all warp threads and the other going over all warp 
threads, both threads going through the single hole in each 
bead which falls between all warp threads. Refer to Fig. 4.
Weaving in this manner requires no shed, all warp threads 
remaining parallel. Spacing is controlled, not by any outside 
spacer but by the beads themselves. 

Bead weaving is thus quite simple and much closer to the 
charted techniques of cross stitch and needlepoint, where the 
main concern is deciding which color bead is placed between 
each pair of warp threads or corresponding square of your 
chart.

TWO NEEDLE BEAD WEAVING TECHNIQUE

 For wide pieces, for which this loom is designed, a two 
needle method is suggested, using 2 separate weft threads. 
This will eliminate the pre-counting and will permit the place-
ment of one or more individual beads as the work proceeds. It 
permits beading as you go and is definitely more fun.

Referring to Fig. 5, a standard length blunt pointed beading 
needle is used on the lower weft thread to pick up the beads  and a long blunt pointed beading needle is used on the upper 
weft thread to pass this thread through the beads as they are held between the warp threads. Thus, when doing a 
background of the same color, a large quantity of uncounted beads can be threaded and incor-
porated into the weaving. When you get near the design, excess beads can be dropped off 
and the selected color beads can be threaded in small manageable units. A blunt needle is 
necessary to avoid splitting the warp threads when passing though the beads. In passing 
the upper (long) needle, take care that one bead lies between each pair of warp threads

As you will be most comfortable in passing the threaded weft in one direction, it 
will be necessary to rotate the loom, 180o after the completion of each row. For 
comfort, the weaving area is best kept in the middle of the loom. 

In working on this LACIS bead loom, the location of the working area is easily 
accomplished by simply rotating the warp around the frame as the work proceeds. 

SUGGESTIONS
To keep the needles in place and out of the way when not being used, it is suggested that a 
magnet be placed on the side frame bar which will hold the non-working needle(s).

The warp threads should be quite taught when weaving and relaxed when not weaving. Warp 
tension is easily controlled by rotation of the end Frame Bars.

When working with many colors it is suggested that an index-size card be used for each color. 
Place double sticky tape on the card and then dump your beads on the card. They can then 
easily be picked up by the short, lower weft needed as the design requires. 

An accessory, compact  floor frame, is available which allows comfortable weaving 
while sitting or standing and allows the loom to be easily rotated as required for two 

needle weaving.                               
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